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 Have been around for 10 years, with Next-Gen support started recently 
 Compute clusters 

 Currently about 1000 CPU cores 
 250 cores on machines suitable for Next-Gen data analysis (the exact number 

will depend on demand) 
 A large memory (64 GB) machine 
 Looking to upgrade the aging hardware 

 Data store 
 Combined 15 TB of storage 
 For calculations only, NOT to be treated as permanent 

 File retention policy: kept for 30 days since the date it was deposited (in 
practice: much longer) 

 BioHPC Suite 
 Collection of 40+ open source computational biology applications, including 7 

Next-Gen data analysis programs (so far) 
 BioHPC Web Interface  

 Submission pages: for submitting applications to BioHPC compute clusters 
 Data Manager: interface to the data store 
 Pipeline Manager: a tool for constructing simple analysis pipelines (beta 

version)  - see tutorial at http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/doc/Pipelines_Manual.pdf  

BioHPC Web Computing Resources at CBSU 

Our subject today 
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BioHPC Web Interface 



 Account required to use Next-Gen applications 
 Account separate from 3CPG lab account 
 Your e-mail address is your login ID 
 Many of you already have an account on BioHPC web interface 

 anyone who used the system before  
 anyone who submitted a sample for sequencing to Cornell facility 

Logging in to BioHPC Web Interface 



 To obtain/re-set password – try 
http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/resetpass.aspx 
 If your e-mail address is not recognized – contact us at 

http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/contactus.aspx to register 

Logging in to BioHPC Web Interface 

http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/resetpass.aspx
http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/contactus.aspx
http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/contactus.aspx


Next Gen applications in BioHPC Web 

1st step to 
getting 
help 



BioHPC Web Resources FAQ 



Example: BWA job submission 

Input is selected from 
among the files 
present in BioHPC 
data store. 
Dropdowns show: 
 Only files with 

proper format 
 Only files you 

have access to 
 Don’t see your 

file? We’ll show 
how to upload it 
to BioHPC store 



Example: BWA job submission, cont. 

What happens if NOT 
checked? 
 You will still be able to 

download the output 
file(s), BUT 

 These files will not be 
seen by jobs you may 
want to run next.  



Job submission confirmation 

Job submission 
confirmation – you will 
receive an e-mail with 
this information. 

Job ID 

 When you see this page, you are DONE. You 
can close the browser or continue working 
(maybe submit another job). 

 Notifications about the job and links to results 
will be e-mailed to you. 

What is happening behind the scenes: 
 Job is entered in a queue on a compute 

cluster. 
 Job scheduler on the cluster will decide when 

to start the job. 
 Wait time (from submission to start) depends 

on the load. 



Job notification e-mails 

Sent when 
 Job is submitted 
 Job starts (may be a while after 

submission, depending on 
system load) 

 Job finishes 

This link allows you to 
monitor progress while the 
job is running. 

This is where output can be seen and/or 
downloaded (the exact message depends on 
application) 

Job ID 







Note: if the result BAM file will be 
used only with BioHPC Web 
applications, you don’t have to 
download it. 



What if my job fails? 

 When your job fails, you will receive the notification e-mail about it. 
 Even failed jobs usually produce some output (log files, for example), which often 

contains clues about the reason for the failure. 
 Download and examine all output files (check all links in the notification e-mail) 

opening them in a text editor 
 Often the error messages you’ll find in those files clearly point  to formatting 

problems or incorrect command line options. Look for words like “error”, 
“failed”, etc. 

 Fix these problems and re-submit the job 
 If you cannot determine the reason for failure, contact us at 

http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/contactus.aspx  (please specify the Job ID – you can 
find it in any notification e-mail sent about this job). 

http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/contactus.aspx


Advantage of BWA @ BioHPC Web 

Recall how many steps it takes to obtain a BAM alignment file on a Linux workstation 
(from Qi Sun’s workshop 3/2/2011): 

bwa aln ‐n 2 indexes/Ecoli_NC009800_BWAind   s_1_sequence.txt > s_1.sai 
 bwa samse ‐n 5 maize.fa s_1.sai s_1_sequence.txt > s_1.sam 

samtools view ‐bS ‐o my_test_alignment.bam    s_1.sam 

gunzip s_1_sequence.txt.gz   

The BioHPC Web interface to BWA will take care of all this for you in one click. 
No need to reserve time on Lab workstations 
No need to deal with Linux 



CBSU RNA-Seq @ BioHPC 
another simple interface to a complex pipeline 



So, do I still need Linux? 

Currently 
implemented: 

Yes, if 
 Need a tool which is not (yet) available on BioHPC Web 
 Need custom scripting throughout the project 
 Need interactivity and experimentation with parameters 
 Need to run a graphical application (e.g., iAssembler, IGV) 

Parts of the project (e.g., alignment) may be completed 
using BioHPC Web Resources, other parts – on Linux. 



Files on BioHPC Data Store 

Before any Next-Gen application can be run via BioHPC web interface, all the input 
files must be present and catalogued on the BioHPC data store. 

Files automatically deposited at BioHPC data store: 
 Illumina sequencing data files from Cornell sequencing facility 
 Files produced by jobs run through BioHPC web interface (if requested by 

checking the “Register output for future use within BioHPC” checkbox). 
 

Other files have to be first uploaded to BioHPC data store before you can use 
them as input to any BioHPC jobs. Examples of such files: 
 “external” sequencing lanes, obtained outside of Cornell sequencing facility 
 “private” reference genomes 
 annotation files 
 … 

BioHPC Data Manager: a web tool for listing, managing, upload, and download of 
files on BioHPC data store. 

These files will show up in file selector dropdown lists in submission pages – no need to upload them 
before submitting a job! 



Accessing BioHPC Data Manager interface 

Or go directly to 
http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/Sequencing/seqmain.aspx  

http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/Sequencing/seqmain.aspx


BioHPC Data Manager interface 



BioHPC Data Manager: File Manager 

Click to share 
or change file 
category 

Click to 
download 

Look into 
source of the 
file 



Cannot edit 
files I don’t 
own 

These files 
are public 

These are 
Illumina 
lane files 

BioHPC Data Manager: File Manager, cont. 



BioHPC Data Manager: managing file attributes 

Expand to select 
additional user to 
share this file 
with other users 

Expand to select change 
file category, if desired 

Some fields are editable 
(depending on where the 
file came from)  

Click after making 
changes 



Another way to share a file 

Right-click and “Copy Shortcut” 

http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/Sequencing/showseqfile.aspx?mode=http&cntrl=1052002694&refid=1658  

E-mail to a friend 

http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/Sequencing/showseqfile.aspx?mode=http&cntrl=1052002694&refid=1658
http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/Sequencing/showseqfile.aspx?mode=http&cntrl=1052002694&refid=1658


Download multiple files (to linux machine) 

“check” files of 
interest and 
click 



Download multiple files, cont. 



Predefined categories 

User-defined categories 

BioHPC Data Manager: File categories 

May be used to organize files (like folders) 
 Pre-defined and user-defined categories 
 File list can be filtered according to categories 
 Convenient if you have a lot of files 
 Programs don’t care about categories 

 

Specify name for new 
category, if desired 

Check to remove 
category upon 
“Save Changes” 

Click after making 
changes 



Uploading a new file 
From file manager… 

… or directly from program’s submission page 

File uploader (a Java applet) 

To use file uploader: 
 Need Java JRE 1.6 or newer + browser plug-in 

(standard) 
 Accept the pop-up window 
 Accept unverified digital signature (click “Run” 

when prompted) 



Uploading a new file 
If uploading Illumina lane files, check the “Upload Illumina Lane” button 

 Important for “parallel” files with paired-end reads 

Optional; if not 
provided, 
“unpaired” will 
be assumed 



Uploading a new file without Java applet 

For small files only (<50MB) 

Larger files have to be first 
uploaded via ftp to our ftp server, 
then registered using this page 
(see text below for details) 



Lane Browser: tool to manage Illumina lane files 

Lanes from 
Cornell facility 
(uploaded 
automatically) 

“external” 
lanes 
(uploaded by 
user) 

Click on ID 
to manage 
access 

Click on 
”(files)” to 
download 

Lane Browser is complementary to File Manager (after all, Illumina read files are just files 
and as such they are visible in File Manager) 
Lane Browser displays some lane-specific information, not available through File Manager  



Check to remove user on 
“Submit Changes” 

BioHPC Data Manager: sharing a lane 

Expand to select user 
from list 

Click to send link to user 

Click after making access 
changes 

Click to access file 
download page 



Another way to share a lane a lane 

Copy the URL and e-mail it to the person you want to share the lane files with 



Directions for BioHPC Web Resources 

Simplicity vs. flexibility trade-off 
 Simplicity: implement a few standardized, “packaged” pipelines (e.g., CBSU RNA-

Seq, BWA), where complex, multi-step and multi-tool procedures are launched at 
a click of a button 
 Limited user customization possibilities 
 Standard procedures not always available in active research environment  

 Flexibility: implement a lot of “one-step” tools (samtools, FASTX) and let the user 
connect them into pipelines (Pipeline Manager, see 
http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/doc/Pipelines_Manual.pdf ) 
 Large number of web interfaces need to be maintained for multiple tools 
 Learning curve involved in web-based pipeline construction becomes 

steeper  
 “Cut the middleman” and learn Linux instead? 

Suggestions welcome 

http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/doc/Pipelines_Manual.pdf

